
HYDRAULIC 

ENERGY SAVING

SOLUTIONS 

“The cheapest energy, the cleanest energy, 

  the most secure energy 

   is the energy that is not used at all”. 

Miguel Arias Cañete 

European Commissioner 

for Climate Action and Energy 



Due to the measures that the EU is proposing to save energy, the question should 

no longer be “whether” to reduce our environmental impact, but “when” 

and “how” to do it. In fact the EU Commission set a 20% energy 

savings target by 2020 and it also proposed an update to the 

Energy Efficiency Directive including a new 32.5% energy 
efficiency target.

This is why Interfluid constantly invests in the 

development of new solutions with 

lower energy impact. 

FIELDS OF APPLICATION

- Retrofitting 
- Press brakes. 

- Presses for wood. 

- Plastic injection machines. 

- Diecasting machines. 

- Rubber machinery. 

- Hydraulic presses.

 - Machine tools.

 - Waterjet

 - Recycling pressing 



Our contribution
 to a sustainable production



PIISMA 

Variable 
Speed Pump

The PIISMA system consists of a variable speed servomotor controlled by inverter coupled 

with an internal gear fixed-displacement pump, whose power may constantly be adapted to suit 
effective needs, in such a way as to eliminate idle machinery losses almost entirely.

When the machine is not carrying out any operation, the pump motor also comes to a standstill, 

unlike traditional hydraulic presses whose pump continues to make the oil circulate even when the 

machine is idle.

The energy consumption of injection molding presses combined with the PIISMA system are 

therefore cut by more than half, to the advantage of production efficiency.

BENEFITS

- Reduced energy costs: energy consumption can be cut by 80%

- More compact size: integration into the machine is made easier

- Reduction of noise up to 20 dB: protection of the operators’ hearing 

   in accordance with more and more stringent noise regulations

- Reduced oil heating requirements: less heat production implies the 

   chance to downsize or even eliminate oil coolers

- Maximum repeatability of Pressure/Displacement parameters
- The level of control provided by closed-loop feedback leads to more 

   precise motion



Based on full mechanical modularity, a powerful and 

“fully open” programming platform, and a specific PID 
algorithm, the inverter offers completely flexible 
integration and high performance for any application.
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MAIN FEATURES

- Built in pid control software

- Flow and pressure limit control

- Single  pump control

- Multi pump convergent control

- Multi pump convergent/divergent control

INVERTER FOR SERVOPUMP APPLICATIONS



ECO SERVO 

Electro Hydraulic 
Hybrid System

The KAWASAKI Eco Servo is particularly suitable for use in industrial applications. 

It allows the speed of the hydraulic pump to be controlled through the use of an electric motor, 

depending on the power required. 

This leads to high efficiency, increased energy savings and improved controllability. 

The Eco Servo covers a wide range of displacements, making the most of the high performance 

hydraulic pumps with the capacity of high pressure, low fluctuation and high efficiency.

BENEFITS

- High-pressure and highly efficient Kawasaki piston pump K3VL Servo drive of      
   excellent control  characteristics realizes energy saving and optimization.  
- Can be installed anywhere. Realizes stable operation under severe environments. 

- Can reduce noises in high-speed operation.

- Can be mounted with a temperature sensor and pressure sensor that can detect  

   unit failures and  oil leak.



QXEH/QXEHX PUMPS

Designed for 
Servo Applications

BUCHER internal gear pumps feature very low pressure pulsation and reduce noise emissions.

The QXEH series and its evolution QXEHX developed for speeds up to 4600 rpm and with heavy

duty materials include single and double pumps for both constant and variable speeds.

Internal gear pumps improve also your overall efficiency while reducing machine or system
power consumption and the controllability of the pump.

MAIN FEATURES
- Working pressures up to 250 bar, high efficiency
- Very long service life
- Cavitation-resistant with critical fluids
- Highest reliability by highest numbers of duty cycles

- Possibility of combinations with several pumps

Helical gear pumps to maximises volumetric efficiency.

ELIKA by Marzocchi Pompe is also suited for applications 

which use inverters or variable-speed drives to 

regulate the speed of the actuators.
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